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IN THIS REPORT WE ANALYSE CHANGES IN A SELECTED GROUP OF 

DISINFORMATION PRONE FACEBOOK PAGES AND GROUPS DURING 

ONE MONTH PRIOR TO THE RECENT PORTUGUESE LEGISLATIVE 

ELECTION, ON THE 6TH OF OCTOBER, AND THE THREE MONTHS THAT 

FOLLOW. THE AIM IS TO COMPARE BOTH PERIODS AND ASSESS TO 

WHAT DEGREE AND HOW DISINFORMATION NARRATIVES MAY HAVE 

INFLUENCED THE ELECTION. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

To gauge the role of online disinformation around the Portuguese 
general election of 6 October 2019, MediaLab monitored 47 Facebook 
pages and 38 Facebook public groups that are prone to include 
disinformation (see footnote 1). Posts in these groups and pages were 
analysed 30 days before and 90 days after the elections, from 6 
September 2019 to 5 January 2020. In total, these represented 138 
thousand posts published and more than 14 million interactions 
registered in both the pages and the public groups. These are the main 
findings: 

• Activity in the pages/groups spiked between 6 November 

and 5 December, when parties took office in the parliament. 

It was higher in this period than around polling day. 

• The page Mário Gonçalves was the most active during this 

period, with 225.000 interactions in November 2019. 

Tugaleaks and Lesados do Estado followed suite. Movimento 

Zero, a page supporting the Portuguese police forces showed 

significant growth, with 84.000 more fans during this 4 

months. 

• “Shame” and “Corruption” were main themes in these 

Facebook pages. The politician André Ventura and his Partido 

Chega (the “it’s-enough-party”) were also recurrently 

referred. The liberal-left Partido Livre and the politicians 

Joacine Katar Moreira and Mamadou Ba were often the 

object of these pages. 

• The group Grupo de Apoio ao Juiz Carlos Alexadre reinforced 

its position as biggest group in our sample, with 3,6 million 

interactions. During the  4 months it also grew to 102 

thousand members. 

• Partido Chega, a radical-right party, registered the most 

intense growth on Facebook. Between 6 September 2019 

and 5 January 2020 the number of people who indicate that 

they like its Facebook page increased 260%, from 21.087 to 

76.538. The most recent national polls indicates a growth in 

voter support (now at 6,2%). 

• The false story that the Prime Minister went on vacation 

during the 2017 lethal forest fires first appeared in October 

2017, but only became viral in the summer of 2019 before 

the elections. 

• The narrative was spread mostly by common elderly citizens, 

but the posts that started that process after several months 

of silence were created and shared by pages and profiles 

associated with those pages into the groups.   

• Unlike other disinformative narratives, this one in particular 

was appropriated by social media entities and profiles 

associated with parties with parliamentary representation, 

namely the opposition party PSD.  

 
PAGES AND GROUPS ACTIVITY 
 
During this four-month period we monitored all the activity of 47 
Facebook pages and 38 Facebook public groups in Portugal that are 
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prone to disinformation1. We compared analysed the pre- and post-
election periods, from 6 September 2019 to 5 January 2020. The 
election took place on the 6th of October and the inauguration of the 
new parliament, with three new parties elected, occurred on the 25th 
of the same month. 

FACEBOOK PAGES ACTIVITY 

During this period, the 47 pages analysed registered together almost 
4,5 million interactions. The 30 days prior to the election accounted for 
1,14 million of those interactions, but the month of November was the 
most active, with a total of 1,25 million interactions. This was the month 
the new parliament outcoming from the election took office and the 
newly elected parties became more visible on the news. December was 
less active due to the reduced political activities during the Christmas 
and New Year festivities. 

Image 1: Total interactions per month 

  
 
Table 1 shows the 30 most interactive pages during this period, the total 
and average interactions for the ensemble and the evolution of each 
page along the four months. A total of over four million interactions 
(likes, comments and shares) occurred in these 47 pages, with monthly 
total ranging from 939 thousand to 1.256 thousand interactions and 
page averages between 20 and 27 thousand interactions per month. 
The page Mário Gonçalves was dominant and became increasingly 
important throughout the period, whereas O país do mete NOJO, that 
was dominant during the pre-election period, registered very low levels 
of interaction during the three following months, mostly due to a 
reduction of posts published. Also noticeable is the number of 
interactions achieved by the page Movimento Zero during November, 
which resulted from the high visibility this page achieved during that 
period, due to several strikes and demonstrations in defence of the 
police forces. 
Table 1: Interactions per month and per page 

  Total 
% 

change 09/2019 10/2019 11/2019 12/2019 

 Averages 94,657 82.1% 24,315 23,732 26,637 19,974 

 Totals 4448886 82.1% 1142793 1115411 1251922 938760 

1 Mário Gonçalves 594,594 144.8% 99,139 126,284 225,593 143,578 

2 Tugaleaks 389,086 135.4% 72,056 85,308 134,156 97,566 

3 Lesados do Estado 377,454 103.5% 81,429 96,398 115,378 84,249 

4 Anonymous PORTUGAL 368,507 63.4% 111,753 100,672 85,279 70,803 

5 Direita Politica 321,583 95.4% 79,506 87,999 78,216 75,862 

6 A culpa é do Passos 305,136 93.3% 76,939 79,951 76,443 71,803 

 
 

 
 
1 These Facebook groups and pages were selected for their reach and their political content 
(see methodology) and were monitored for disinformation content in our last report, 
available here. We concluded that a significant part of the content produced or distributed 
by and on these pages and groups was disinformative. 

7 O País Do Mete NOJO 278,619 4.0% 183,955 72,014 15,259 7,391 

8 Movimento Zero 214,964 53.6% 48,154 39,492 101,504 25,814 

9 O Gato Politico 160,852 274.0% 25,633 33,753 31,241 70,225 

10 Burlados Do Continente 159,293 129.8% 33,504 41,595 40,690 43,504 

11 Fórum da Escolha 147,257 151.4% 27,695 38,741 38,893 41,928 

12 Viriato Lusitano 114,905 25.6% 33,650 37,142 35,511 8,602 

13 
Anonymous Legion 
Portugal 93,868 27.8% 33,776 14,580 36,110 9,402 

14 Sentinela VI 90,145 71.2% 23,372 28,249 21,891 16,633 

15 Portugal glorioso 81,396 160.4% 12,265 16,590 32,864 19,677 

16 
Portugal Contra a 
Geringonça 79,672 106.1% 18,528 21,440 20,044 19,660 

17 Notícias Viriato2 77,534 59.8% 19,641 21,095 25,058 11,740 

18 Tuga.press 74,832 93.4% 18,705 16,124 22,532 17,471 

19 União Nacional 74,056 94.8% 17,916 21,096 18,055 16,989 

20 RiseUP Portugal 47,444 35.5% 17,270 7,323 16,718 6,133 

21 
Frente Anti-comunista 
Portuguesa 47,341 45.1% 21,948 7,619 7,881 9,893 

22 Jornalq 45,766 71.0% 10,693 15,744 11,736 7,593 

23 
Portugal - Liberdade em 
Democracia 42,464 83.6% 13,770 9,740 7,447 11,507 

24 
Associação Portugueses 
Primeiro 38,608 143.1% 4,602 18,026 9,395 6,585 

25 
CORRUPÇÃO À VISTA DE 
TODOS. ACORDEM 35,432 64.2% 11,045 13,170 4,121 7,096 

26 
Lesados e enganados 
nos balcões BES/NB 24,946 179.0% 5,551 4,123 5,334 9,938 

27 Pickpocket in Lisbon 24,120 17.7% 3,582 13,979 5,924 635 

28 Tugaliticos 22,601 46.5% 7,953 4,255 6,691 3,702 

29 Carro de Patrulha 19,664 94.3% 4,764 6,963 3,446 4,491 

30 O Bom Europeu 19,497 18.4% 3,000 11,795 4,149 553 

 
We can confirm this also in the next chart, depicting the evolution of 
the 15 most influential pages in this period: Mário Gonçalves, Tugaleaks 
and Lesados do Estado all grew during the period and peaked in 
November. On the opposite trend, Annonymous Portugal and O País do 
mete NOJO, especially this last one, lost influence in these four months. 
Direita Política and A Culpa é do Passos seem to maintain their 
relevance in the sample of 47 pages monitored.  
 
 Image 2: Total interactions per month - evolution 

 
 

2 Although “Notícias Viriato” was already object of analysis by MediaLab and discussion 
about if it is or not a journalism website. Its presence in this analysis results from the fact 
the it fulfills the criteria for pages selecction (see methodology). 

https://democracy-reporting.org/dri_publications/report-disinformation-during-portugals-2019-elections/
https://medialab.iscte-iul.pt/noticias-viriato-mamadou-ba-e-luis-giovani-o-triangulo-da-polemica-nas-redes-sociais/
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The following chart shows the contribution of three of the most 
interactive pages to the overall interactions of the total 47 pages. Peaks 
concentrate in November, the month the new parliament started 
sessions, and are mostly fed by sudden outbursts of interactivity around 
certain pages. These outbursts of interactivity tend to be connected 
with the political polemics of the day.  
 

At the beginning of this four-month period, back in September 2019, 
the 47 monitored pages amounted to a total of 1.526.975 non-
deduplicated fans3, whereas by the end of the period, in December, that 
figure had risen to 1.611.292. 
 
 
 
Image 3: Interactions timeline 
Of the 47 pages monitored, Movimento Zero, Mário Gonçalves and 

Lesados do Estado were those with most prominent growth in the 
number of fans, with 24, 20 and 8 thousand more fans in this period, 
respectively. The case of Movimento Zero is particularly significant, as 
this page is closely connected to the police forces in Portugal and was 
highly profiled in the news during November 2019.  
 
Table 2: Pages with largest fan base growth 

  Change % Change 09/2919  10/2019 11/2019 12/2019 

 Average 2,676 5.5 31,607 33,163 33,979 34,283 

 Total 84,317 5.5 1,526,975 1,558,643 1,596,997 1,611,292 

1 
Movimento 
Zero 24,169 63.4 38,110 49,858 60,718 62,279 

2 
Mário 
Gonçalves 19,875 17.8 111,426 115,033 128,632 131,301 

3 
Lesados do 
Estado 7,739 25.6 30,211 33,529 35,490 37,950 

4 O Gato Politico 4,835 25.0 19,349 20,718 21,410 24,184 

5 
A culpa é do 
Passos 3,481 56.0 6,213 7,760 8,408 9,694 

6 
Pickpocket in 
Lisbon 3,229 12.5 25,754 25,877 28,365 28,983 

7 
O País Do Mete 
NOJO 2,833 7.7 36,846 39,512 39,659 39,679 

8 Notícias Viriato 2,824 72.9 3,874 4,652 6,138 6,698 

9 Viriato Lusitano 2,526 21.7 11,622 12,767 14,090 14,148 

10 
Burlados Do 
Continente 2,245 44.7 5,025 5,798 6,738 7,270 

11 Democracia21 1,726 21.7 7,972 8,099 8,867 9,698 

12 
Fórum da 
Escolha 1,504 10.4 14,508 15,388 15,717 16,012 

13 
Anonymous 
PORTUGAL 1,066 0.7 149,646 150,316 150,990 150,712 

14 União Nacional 1,019 8.8 11,611 11,934 12,394 12,630 

15 O Bom Europeu 999 21.3 4,680 5,523 5,636 5,679 

 

 
 

 
 
3 Non-deduplicated means that one person may be fan or two or more pages and, if so, would 
be counted two or more times. 
4 Mamadou Ba is a former adviser to the left-block portuguese party Bloco de Esquerda. 

The following graph also exposes that. In average, all the monitored 
pages increased their fan base during this period, but Movimento Zero, 
Mário Gonçalves and Lesados do Estado stood out on that respect. 
 
Image 4: Growth of the fan base, per month 

 

Overall, we could say that the pages that were most influential after the 
election – measured in interactions - were the same that we had 
already identified for the 30 days prior to the election. But some - 
Movimento Zero, Mário Gonçalves, Lesados do Estado, O Gato Político 
and A Culpa é do Passos - have grown both their fan base and their 
interactions numbers to become even more prominent in the ensemble 
of 47 pages we monitored. 

 
When we look at the top 30 posts that generated more interactions 
during this four month period (table 3), we see two photo posts from 
the page Mário Gonçalves and one from Lesados do Estado at the top 
three, all well above 40 thousand interactions each. 
 
The colour coding in the same table shows that November (green) was 
the month with most posts in the top of the ranking (13 in 30), contrary 
to December (4 in 30). September accounted for 7 posts in the top 30 
and November counted 6. 
 
Overall, we should underline the high frequency of posts originated 
from the page Mário Gonçalves that are present in this top 30 table (13 
out of 30), confirming the high relevance achieved by this page in the 
overall activity of our 47 pages sample. 
 
As for the issues covered in these top 30 posts, we find some recurring 
themes: the abandoned baby in Lisbon whose mother the Portuguese 
President later visited; the criticism of Mamadou Ba4 and Joacine Katar 
Moreira (the latter being one of the newly elected MP’s); the defence 
and praise of police forces; the criticism and mocking of Greta Thunberg 
and the teenagers defending the planet; criticism relating to 
paedophilia cases; and the accusations towards Ferro Rodrigues5 and 
the Socialist Party regarding ‘shameful’ acts on politics. 
 
Table 3: Top 30 posts by total interactions 

5 Eduardo Ferro Rodrigues is a prominent member of the socialist party and current 
President of the National Assembly. 

https://www.cmjornal.pt/maissobre/mamadou-ba
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joacine_Katar_Moreira
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joacine_Katar_Moreira
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eduardo_Ferro_Rodrigues
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Of the 238 thousand posts and comments published in these 47 pages 
during the four-month period we analysed, most of them occurred in 
November, as expected in accordance with what we’ve seen above. The 
relative weight of the themes and narratives (collected by Forsight6, see 
methodology), also follows what we observed before: ‘Vergonha’ 

 
 

 
 
6 Forsight, by Brandwatch is a tool that allows the extraction of the content of Facebook 
pages posts and comments - . More details in the methodology section 

(‘Shame’ towards the political establishment) and ‘Corrupção’ 
(‘Corruption’) are the prevalent themes throughout the period, but 
‘André Ventura’ and ‘Chega’ (the leader and one of the new right-wing 
parties elected to parliament, respectively) clearly gained relevance as 
a theme after the election: only 62 references for ‘André Ventura’ in 
the month prior to the election and well above 600 in the following 
months (see table 4).  
 
The same goes for ‘Chega’, ‘Iniciativa Liberal’, ‘Livre’ party and ‘Joacine 
Katar Moreira’, all new political forces on the Portuguese parliamentary 
landscape. The socialist party and its leader, ‘António Costa, on the 
contrary, are less of a subject in these 47 pages after the election. 
 
The theme ‘Férias’ which is related to a disinformation piece accusing 
the prime minister of being on vacation during a tragic forest fire in 
Portugal was more relevant prior to the election than after it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4 – Posts and comments published containing references to the 
predominant themes 
 

 Overall 
period 9/19 10/19 11/19 12/19 

Total  237,869 51,224 68,789 70,336 47,520 

"Vergonha" 8,397 1,512 1,654 2,093 3,138 

"Corrupção" 7,411 1983 2185 1655 1588 

André Ventura 2,589 62 968 619 940 

António Costa 2,301 928 618 365 390 

Chega 1,153 50 448 308 347 

Marcelo Rebelo de 
Sousa 1,119 210 266 357 286 

Iniciativa Liberal party 983 196 277 382 128 

"Recém-nascido" 916 20 36 841 19 

Greta Thunberg 841 170 77 340 254 

"Férias" 688 254 149 172 113 

Joacine Katar Moreira 
(member of 
parliament) 585 23 264 254 44 

Ferro Rodrigues 449 17 36 36 360 

Partido Livre 382 27 158 165 32 

Pedrógão 305 156 78 39 32 

Mamadou Ba 273 43 123 93 14 

 
The current President of the Republic, Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa, was 
the object of various criticizing posts by Mário Gonçalves and other 
pages, all with high interaction numbers. The posts related him mostly 
(but not only) to the protection given to the mother that abandoned a 
baby in Lisbon. 
 
We could summarize these results by stressing the polarization 
between the ‘newly elected right’ and ‘the newly elected left’ on these 
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47 pages after the election. On the one side we have a lot of content 
that is highly critical of ‘Livre’ and ‘Joacine Katar Moreira’, and, on the 
other side, we notice a higher visibility of ‘André Ventura’, ‘Chega’ (see 
also another section ahead on this report) and the support for the 
Portuguese police forces. That seems to be both the result of trends 
that were looming in these pages already prior to the election but that 
outburst openly after the respective results.  

FACEBOOK GROUPS ACTIVITY 

In our public Facebook groups sub-sample, MediaLab monitored the 
overall activity of 38 groups between September 6 and January 5. While 
the pages sample showed a distinctive bump in activity in November, 
coinciding with the inauguration of the new parliament, the groups 
sample seems more stable, displaying a lower variability per month. But 
November is also the most active month, with over 2,5 million 
interactions (likes, comments and shares). Almost double of the 
amount registered in the 47 pages. 
 
Image 5: Total interactions per month 

 
Portugal a Rir, a public group with a lot of light entertainment but also 
some political content, is the group with most interactions throughout 
the four months. Grupo de Apoio ao Juiz Carlos Alexandre, a group that 
stood out in the 30 days before the election, increased its influence in 
the next three months and surpassed Portugal a Rir, becoming the most 
important Facebook public group in our sample. 
 

Table 5 – Interactions per month and per group 

  % 
change 

9/2019 10/2019 11/2019 12/2019 

 Average -2.5 64,911 63,750 66,359 63,258 

 Total -2.5 2,466,624 2,422,496 2,521,643 2,403,819 

1 PORTUGAL A RIR -18.2 1,029,621 916,341 874,434 842,275 

2 
GRUPO DE APOIO AO 
JUIZ CARLOS 
ALEXANDRE 

2.5 869,686 893,484 979,925 891,741 

3 
A INDIGNAÇÃO E 
REVOLTA 

-2.0 112,939 107,381 96,393 110,638 

4 
OS REFORMADOS NO 
FACEBOOK 

70.0 72,381 89,698 92,747 123,039 

5 Açores Global -1.2 72,423 71,804 71,987 71,542 

6 
Grupo de Amigos de 
José Afonso 

52.1 34,808 40,775 69,456 52,935 

7 LARAPPIUS 70.6 30,210 22,457 55,016 51,524 

8 Remexido 3.4 23,875 49,642 27,080 24,696 

9 CIDADANIA 14.7 24,495 25,685 29,204 28,099 

10 
Orgulho de ser 
bombeiro 

7.3 27,666 20,341 22,689 29,675 

11 
PROFESSORES E 
EDUCADORES DE 
PORTUGAL 

-6.4 16,818 34,818 32,586 15,746 

12 Contra a Esquerda! 0.8 20,428 23,038 28,328 20,595 

13 MDU 405.7 5,806 13,226 26,466 29,360 

14 
Frente Cívica | Debate 
Público 

3.8 15,776 20,711 19,410 16,380 

15 
Não à corrupção!!! 
Queremos justiça em 
Portugal... 

-23.5 19,508 15,881 18,045 14,930 

16 
PURP - GERAL - Partido 
Unido dos Reformados 
e Pensionistas 

-40.7 20,028 9,830 8,953 11,877 

17 
Movimento Vamos 
Mudar Portugal em 
Forma de Protesto 

3.8 10,680 16,571 11,714 11,088 

18 Mais Iniciativa -2.6 8,465 7,258 9,181 8,245 

19 POLÍTICA PARA TODOS -27.3 9,497 6,359 8,109 6,901 

20 

1 milhão na Avenida da 
Liberdade pela 
demissão de toda a 
classe política P 

71.6 5,299 5,198 9,015 9,092 

21 

GRUPO DE APOIO AO 
JUIZ CARLOS 
ALEXANDRE.INDEPENDE
NTE 

111.0 3,710 6,620 5,935 7,829 

22 
CORRUPTOS E 
LADRÕES, CADEIA COM 
ELES JÁ! 

16.0 5,877 5,120 5,551 6,817 

23 
Apoio a José Sócrates na 
sua Intervenção Cívica e 
Política 

-72.7 9,228 5,070 4,137 2,515 

24 
Movimento Reformador 
Português 

2.4 3,089 2,251 2,515 3,163 

25 Revolta Nacional -49.3 3,679 3,370 1,101 1,866 

26 Nós, os Portugueses 435.6 674 2,725 2,314 3,610 

27 CORRUPÇÃO NACIONAL -38.2 2,757 1,608 2,434 1,705 

28 Amigos da BT/GNR 16.8 1,639 1,040 3,621 1,914 

29 
DESMASCARAR A 
CORRUPÇÃO NA 
JUSTIÇA 

-40.7 2,492 2,414 1,325 1,477 

30 

Um café...e dois dedos 
de conversa (Ou 
"Conversas de escárnio 
e..bem dizer" 

42.6 716 834 856 1,021 

 
On total, these 38 Facebook groups generated almost 10 million 
interactions during the four-month period analysed.  
The following graph, illustrating the interactions per month on each 
group, shows the dominance of two fundamental Facebook groups: 
Portugal a Rir and Grupo de Apoio ao Juíz Carlos Alexandre. The first is 
mostly composed of memes and light entertainment and the second is 
almost entirely political and a frequent carrier of disinformation.  
 
This group showed an interaction peek in November, confirming it as a 
vehicle for the commentary and dissemination of news and narratives 
following the legislative election and the inauguration of the new 
parliament. 
 
Image 6: Total interactions per month 
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Between September and December 2019, the total number of (non-
deduplicated7) members congregating in these 38 public groups rose 
from 765 to 772 thousand. Portugal a Rir was the group that grew the 
most, with more 1.830 members during this period, but Grupo de Apoio 
ao Juiz Carlos Alexandre also grew by 815 new members. 
 
Table 6 – Group members during the period 

  Change 
% 

change 
09/19 10/19 11/09 12/19 

 Average 184 0.91 20131 20175 20252 20315 

 Total 6,979 0.91 764,993 766,673 769,579 771,972 

1 PORTUGAL A RIR 1,830 0.62 295,712 295,758 296,855 297,542 

2 
Grupo de Amigos de José 
Afonso 

1,324 6.67 19,857 20,213 20,781 21,181 

3 
OS REFORMADOS NO 
FACEBOOK 

971 3.75 25,916 26,241 26,494 26,887 

4 Açores Global 931 2.16 43,079 43,674 43,817 44,010 

5 
GRUPO DE APOIO AO JUIZ 
CARLOS ALEXANDRE 

815 0.80 101,540 102,032 102,235 102,355 

6 
Paulo Morais: contra o Medo e 
a Corrupção 

612 16.03 3,819 3,883 4,310 4,431 

7 
GRUPO DE APOIO AO JUIZ 
CARLOS 
ALEXANDRE.INDEPENDENTE 

380 42.04 904 942 978 1,284 

8 Orgulho de ser bombeiro 378 1.37 27,681 27,788 27,910 28,059 

9 A INDIGNAÇÃO E REVOLTA 308 1.29 23,785 23,925 23,950 24,093 

10 LARAPPIUS 271 10.21 2,655 2,742 2,844 2,926 

11 Remexido 156 9.90 1,575 1,674 1,695 1,731 

12 Nova Portugalidade 105 4.38 2,397 2,415 2,507 2,502 

13 CIDADANIA 103 1.01 10,199 10,229 10,267 10,302 

14 
Não à corrupção!!! Queremos 
justiça em Portugal... 

97 5.69 1,704 1,751 1,761 1,801 

15 Contra a Esquerda! 96 3.28 2,931 2,971 3,002 3,027 

 
Overall, the 38 Facebook groups monitored account for a total of 772 
thousand members. Most of them grew their member base during this 
four-month period, but Portugal a Rir and Grupo de Apoio ao Juís Carlos 
Alexandre – which are the largest – were also the ones that grew the 
most during this period. 
 

 
 

 
 
7 Non-deduplicated means that one person may be a member of two or more groups and, if 
so, would be counted two or more times 

Image 7: Group members, per month 

 
 

When we isolate the 30 most viral posts during this period (see table 6), 
we notice more posts from the first two months qualified as such, even 
if total interactions were higher on the last two months, after the 
election. The themes are diverse, but with a clear dominance of anti-
politicians’ memes, complaints about corruption and criticisms 
targeted at the socialist ruling party. 
 
 
Table 7: Top 30 posts by total interactions 
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In short, in the groups sample, as well as in the pages sample, 
November is the most active month in producing and distributing 
content. However, those variations seem to be more visible in the pages 
sample than in the groups sample, which could mean that groups carry 
more ‘organic’ content, whereas pages are more subject to actions by 
its administrators, following the topical day-by-day issues. That is why 
the effect of the inauguration of the new parliament and the debut of 
new parties seems to have more effect on the pages. 

 
NEW PARTIES ON THE BLOCK 
 
Whether or not influenced by the information (and sometimes 
disinformation) published and shared in the pages and groups we 
monitored, the truth is that the 6th October election led to three new 
political parties entering the parliament, two right-leaning – Chega and 
Iniciativa Liberal – and one left-leaning: Livre.  
 
As we saw before, the arrival of these new parties on parliament 
generated an increased activity both on the pages and on the groups 
we monitored. In this section we will look at the official Facebook pages 
of those three parties and compare them with the other political forces 
in the parliament.  
 
In the period analysed, the official page of Partido Chega (right-leaning) 
grew its fan base by an astounding 263% (see image 6). Partido Livre 
(left-leaning) also grew the number of fans by 41,1% and Iniciativa 
Liberal (right-leaning) by 17,4%. Of all the other parties, only PCP - 
Partido Comunista Português grew as much during this four-month 
period.  

 

 
 

 
 
8 As of 2020/01/05. 

Image 8: Facebook pages fans  

  
 
Table 8 establishes a relation between the total number of fans of 
each of these official party Facebook pages during this period and 
the seats they gained in parliament after the election. As we can 
see, all three new political forces (along with PAN) are better 
represented in Facebook than they are in parliament. And, 
conversely, the most historical parties in the Portuguese electoral 
landscape – PS, PCP and PSD – are better represented in the 
parliament than they are on Facebook. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 8: Relation between Facebook page fans and parliament seats 

Party 

Total 
Facebook 

fans8 

Places in 
parliament 

Facebook fans x 
Parliament places 

Chega 76,500 1 76,500 

Iniciativa Liberal 72,900 1 72,900 

PAN - Pessoas Animais Natureza 162,000 4 40,500 

Livre 28,000 1 28,000 

CDS - Partido Popular 35,900 5 7,180 

PEV - Partido Ecologista "Os Verdes" 12,800 2 6,400 

BE - BLoco de Esquerda 100,200 19 5,274 

PSD - Partido Social Democrata 151,200 79 1,914 

PCP - Partido Comunista Português 13,800 10 1,380 

PS - Partido Socialista 87,200 108 807 

 
As we can see in the graph below, the growth of Partido Chega is 
exponential following the election date and especially during the month 
of November (dark orange line). Partido Livre and Iniciativa Liberal also 
display a slight bump on those dates, but much less prominent that that 
of Chega. This political party went from having 21 thousand fans at the 
beginning of the period to almost 77 thousand at the end. Livre and 

Iniciativa Liberal also grew above average, but not as much. These 
three new parties benefited from increased news exposure after 
the election to extend their reach on social media, which may have 
increased the dissemination of their agenda. That is particularly 
significant for Partido Chega, given the exponential growth of its fan 
base. 
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Image 9: Facebook pages fans - evolution 

 
 
Not only Partido Chega increased significantly its fan base on Facebook, 
it also increased the amount of activity those fans perform on the page. 
The official Facebook page of Partido Chega registered almost one 
million interactions (see image 8). Iniciativa Liberal and PAN – Pessoas, 
Animais, Natureza stayed just below 300 thousand interactions during 
this four-month period. Partido Livre did not reach the podium in this 
metric. 

 
Image 10: Facebook pages interactions  

 
 
When we look at the evolution of interactions during this period, we 
notice the different pattern Partido Chega exhibits relative to the 
others, especially after the election. The pattern of interactions was 
already high but reaches new levels after that. 

 
Image 11: Facebook page interactions – evolution 

 
 
This framework is confirmed by two large national polls conducted in 
Portugal after the election, which indicate a strong growth of the voting 
intentions on Chega9, converting it, potentially, as the fourth political 
 
 

 
 
9 Polls by ICS/ISCTE and Negócios/CMTV  
10 The report “Online Disinformation during Portugal’s 2019 election” is available here. 
11 Judge heading the process against former PS Prime Minister José Sócrates, facing charges 
of corruption. 

force in Portugal. All the new parties grew in relevance within 
Facebook, but Chega did it at a higher level. 
 
The political discourse of Partido Chega during these four months 
engaged in some of the themes identified in the pages and group 
analysis, namely the confrontation with the left-leaning MP Joacine 
Katar Moreira and the former consultant to the Left Block party, 
Mamadou Ba, and the alleged 2017 vacation of the prime minister. That 
is not enough to say that the two things are connected, but, 
nevertheless, that correlation should be noted. 

 

 
DISINFORMATION NARRATIVES: A CASE-
STUDY 

DISINFORMATION NARRATIVES  

During the debunking and fact checking process of the 160 viral posts 
we analysed for the portuguese electoral campaign, 104 of which were 
labelled as disinformative or potentially disinformative,10 two 
dimensions became evident: 

• Themes would often overlap and repeat themselves, with 
some recurrent themes resurfarcing over and over again 
during the analysed period. 

• Some of these recurrent themes were focused in portraing 
a given version of events, very often not accurate, that we 
labelled as disinformative narrative.  

A disinformative narrative is an inaccurate representation of reality that 
is spread, sometimes blatantly, very often subtletly through different 
channels and types of posts. It can be a comment to a neswpaper 
article, a meme, an interview or just a photo titled by a question. But 
once the narrative is created and shared, it is quite simple to identify it 
in a vast array of posts. 

Although Artificial Intelligence still has problems in identifying 
disinformation, due to cultural specificities and the complex nuances in 
which it is built, narratives are quite easy to track and to find once 
you’ve labelled them. They always stem from a set of keywords 
essential to the storytelling process, making it easier, especially for 
platforms to identify posts validating the narrative. 

Several disinformative narratives were identified during the pre-
electoral period, some of them clearly focusing on running candidates 
and parties, others emphasizing political agenda-setting issues like 
immigration, economy and the environment.  
 
Table 8: Examples of identified disinformation narratives 

Disinformation narratives – number of posts 
Ivo Rosa11 judge is biased, friends with PS party 4 

PM António Costa was on vacations during portuguese 2017 wildfires 2 

PM António Costa is friends with Valdemar Alves12 2 

Mayor of Lisbon,Fernando Medina is corrupt 3 

Refugees earn way more than retired people in state support 3 

Muslims are rapists / pedophiles 3 

PAN (Party of People, Animals and Nature) supports rapists / 
pedophiles 

4 

Mariana Mortágua parliament member from BE (Left Block Party) 
thinks it’s ok to rob banks 

2 

The government is increasing cost of electricity 2 

12 Former mayor of Pedrogão, were most serious wildfires occurred in 2017, currently facing 
charges of corruption and negligence related to donations and management of this tragedy.  

https://sondagens-ics-ul.iscte-iul.pt/
https://www.jornaldenegocios.pt/economia/politica/detalhe/sondagem-ps-cai-pelo-quarto-mes-consecutivo-chega-de-andre-ventura-apanha-pcp
http://www.democracy-reporting.org/dri_publications/report-disinformation-during-portugals-2019-elections/
https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivo_Rosa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/June_2017_Portugal_wildfires
https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fernando_Medina
https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pessoas%E2%80%93Animais%E2%80%93Natureza
https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mariana_Mortágua
https://www.cmjornal.pt/maissobre/valdemar-alves
https://www.cmjornal.pt/maissobre/valdemar-alves
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The settlement for Novo Banco13 is costing way more money than 
initially predicted 

4 

 
Despite very often seeming like different narratives, most of them 
overlaped in the trust-mining inferences they projected. Other red 
flagged posts without a clear disinformative narrative will usually 
sustain these inferences, indirectly supporting the narratives. Most 
importantly, accurate posts that became viral in these groups and pages 
during this period also build from this overrall structuring theme of 
mistrust in institutions.  
 
Image 12: Trust-mining inferences projected by the 104 disinformative 
posts – size scalle reflects number of posts. 

 

A CASE STUDY : THE HOLIDAYS OF THE PRIME MINISTER 

Among the several identified disinformative narratives, the one with 
most visible impact was the one claiming the Prime Minister went on 
vacations during the Pedrogão Grande fire tragedy that killed over 60 
people on 17 June 2017.  In fact, the prime minister did go on vacation 
in the aftermath of the fires, but only two weeks later, in the first week 
of July. 
 
In the eve of the election14, the Prime Minister lost his temper when 
confronted face to face by an elderly citizen claiming he was on vacation 
when the tragedy occurred. The event made headlines and was the 
main theme of the top most viral posts during the analysed period. 
 
In the previous report, 125 posts confirming the disinformative 
narrative were identified and analysed to understand the timeline of 
events and major agents and producers of the red flagged content. 
 
For this case a more in-depth research was performed to try to identify 
as many posts as possible pushing this narrative, their timeline, sharing 
patterns, agents involved and potential impact.  

TIMELINE AND ORIGIN 

A multivariate search was used launching a set of keywords associated 
with the narrative, while crossing Facebook and search engine results. 
The goal was to find the full extension of the narrative inside Facebook, 

 
 

 
 
13 Novo Banco was created after bankrupcy of Banco Espírito Santo, in a process that 
involved public funds. 
14 On the 4th of October 2019, the election took place on the 6th. We collected data up on 
the pre-electoral period up to the 5th of October. 
15 The first identified post on Twitter on this narrative was published on the 16th of October, 
claiming António Costa went on holidays the day after. Some hours before, one of the 
founders of political movement Democracia21 had ironically also suggested the connection 
between the fires and the PM’s drive to go on vacations.Other tweets (1,2,3,4) in the 
following days stated it was during the fires  
16 The discussion on Twitter also builds on the Minister of Internal Affairs declarations that 
upon resigning she would have the vacations she did not get to enjoy during that hazardous 
summer (2017) when she was on the operational theather of wildfires fight.  

when did it first appear and identify the different life cycles of the 
narrative from 2017 untill the election day. 
 
365 posts were identified, of which 125 belonged to the initial set. Of 
the 125 of the initial set, 46 were no longer available, so were not 
included in all layers of analysis. 
 
The first post explicitly claiming the false narrative was posted by 
Facebook page Direita Política  on the 6th of October 2017, 
aproximately three and half months after the Pedrogão wildfires 
tragedy. The false narrative is only present in the text of the post, not 
in the link itself.  
 
It can be hypothised that the narrative was built by spinning public 
statements made by the then PSD opposition leader, Pedro Passos 
Coelho, on the 26th of September 2017, stating that the socialist party 
government had nearly gone on vacations instead of facing the tragedy, 
leaving the President of the Republic to handle the issue on his own. 
 
The narrative gains some resonance on Twitter15 in the aftermath of the 
second wage of fires on the 15-16th of October 2017 that led to the 
death of over 50 people and to the resignation of the Minister of 
Internal Affairs16.  
 
The issue resonates in some reposts of an opinion article by Dinis de 
Abreu17 on the 21st of October claiming the Prime Minister “went on 
vacations with Pedrogão still burning” and the month ends with 

another intervention by Direita Política, this time on their website. The 

link was considerably shared on Facebook and stated the Prime 
Minister did not interrupt his vacation despite the fires.  
 
You can see the first practical consequences of the narrative gaining 
ground on the 14th of December 2017, when a high figure of the 
opposing party PSD, Paulo Rangel, points out the PM “went on 
vacations when the fires of Pedrogão and Tancos18 ocurred” on a news 
tv station19. On the same day, European MP for CDS, another opposition 
party, Nuno Melo, while discussing another issue, the Case Raríssimas, 
suggested on television that there is a regularity on the action of 
government given that  “everytime there is a crisis the PM is abroad”20. 
An affirmation that collaterally connets to the narrative of the vacations 
of the Prime Minister. 
 
After that period there is a long social media silence, even during the 
first anniversary of the wildfires. The subject only revives discretly in 
the 24th of July 2018 with a post from Lesados do Estado and in August 
2018 with a post from PSD Europa21 remaining however quite 
constricted during the summer22. PSD Europa is a page that tries to 
establish itself as an official page of the PSD party although not 
recognized as such. 
 
It is in November 201823 that the narrative first becomes viral, jump 
started by a post by PSD Europa, with a text that was copied dozens of 
times by other content producers in Facebook and other platforms24 
and recycled by PSD Europa themselves several times in the following 
months. The post makes several claims about the Prime Minister, 
among them the fact that he was on vacations during the fires. 
 

17 Dinis de Abreu is a former journalist with an opinion column in the newspaper Sol. 
https://sol.sapo.pt/artigo/585582/um-governo-a-deriva- 
18 A weaponry theft from a military base made public on the 28 of June 2017, days before 
the PM went on vacations. 
19Program Prova dos 9 from TVI24 on the 14th December 2017, (7m40s)  
20 On Twitter, a relevant blogger ironically reinforces the narrative as well, by picking up on 
Nuno Melo’s comments. 
21 This page was later on subject of review due to its wide disinformative content by 
portuguese fact-checking platform Polígrafo:  
22 9 posts, the majority of which are no longer online. 
23 32 posts between the 22nd and the 28th of November 2018. 
24 During November 2018 it transited to Twitter, picked up by a political influencer::  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/June_2017_Portugal_wildfires
https://www.facebook.com/direitapoliticap/posts/1433739693408425/
https://twitter.com/eklrocks/status/919946776416833536
https://twitter.com/sofiafonsoferre/status/919886933995737091
https://twitter.com/zemtrigo/status/942396263911378947
https://twitter.com/El_Jota_Ess/status/920383979450183680
https://twitter.com/Ctk_Matem/status/920248872282320897
https://twitter.com/helderebelo/status/920071883365736448
https://expresso.pt/politica/2017-10-16-Ministra-nao-se-demite-Para-mim-seria-mais-facil-pessoalmente-ir-me-embora-e-ter-as-ferias-que-nao-tive
https://www.facebook.com/direitapoliticap/posts/1433739693408425/
https://www.dn.pt/portugal/passos-acusa-governo-de-ter-deixado-presidente-a-dar-cara-por-pedrogao-e-tancos-8799154.html
https://www.dn.pt/portugal/passos-acusa-governo-de-ter-deixado-presidente-a-dar-cara-por-pedrogao-e-tancos-8799154.html
https://www.direitapolitica.com/antonio-costa-mais-conhecido-por-segundo-ministro-primeiro-minusculo-ou-poucochinho/
https://www.rtp.pt/noticias/politica/nuno-melo-sempre-que-ha-crises-o-primeiro-ministro-esta-no-estrangeiro_v1046335.
https://www.facebook.com/LesadosDoEstado/photos/a.856863064449691/1335819833220676/
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/photos/a.428373800621073/1069206769871103/
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/photos/a.428373800621073/1188939127897866/
https://sol.sapo.pt/artigo/585582/um-governo-a-deriva-
https://tviplayer.iol.pt/programa/prova-dos-9/53c6b38b3004dc006243cf75/video/5a330f960cf2a02f9afa24a4
https://twitter.com/Gouveia/status/941408883653963776
https://poligrafo.sapo.pt/politica/artigos/pagina-falsa-do-psd-no-facebook-propaga-propaganda-e-desinformacao
https://twitter.com/123Gasp/status/1066048130637008897
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The narrative fades once again in the following months, gaining full 
power in the summer of 2019, kickstarted by a post on the 4th of May 
2019 by the page PS – Partido da Bancarrota. This time it is also very 
clear that there is an intentional agenda setting process, with the 
number of posts clearly outnumbering the number of interactions in 
the beginning. 
 
Image 13:Timeline with ratio of posts and interactions for this narrative. 

 
 
The peak of the narrative is achieved in the month of August 2019, with 
74 posts leading to 17166 interactions, one of them a video that has 
had over 76 thousand views. August is the month this issue clearly 
becomes more of a grassroots movement, when the leader of the 
opposition party PSD claims the PM didn’t interrupt his vacations when 
more than 60 people died25. 
 
By this time, the narrative had been spread26 by relevant public figures 
in the opposition party, possibly inducing Rui Rio – which was not 
leading the party when the tragedy took place – to make this statement, 
despite the fact this narrative had been debunked by fact-checkers 
some days before. In fact, the fact-checking article by Polígrafo seems 
to have had no effect in constraining the narrative, with the number of 
posts pushing this narrative doubling in the week after their article was 
published. 
 
In September in official campaign period, the narrative seems to loose 
momentum, having a last resurface in the first weekend of October 
2019 just before the election day, in response to the altercation27 that 
eventually made it the most relevant disinformative narrative leading 
up to the election. Interestingly and despite the fact that the issue 
received major news cover stating the facts, MediaLab still identified 43 
Facebook posts rejecting this clarification and re-pushing the narrative, 
including public figures of the opposition party PSD. 

SHARING PATTERNS AND AGENTS 

While analysing sharing patterns and agents, data on who shared the 
post and how many interactions it had were not available for 46 posts 
that were taken down during the analysis process for this report.  
 
What becomes obvious while analysing sharing patterns is that the 
narrative is brought back on Facebook by pages, usually with a 
multimedia friendly post, with a short text and an image. Every cycle - 

 
 

 
 
25 The opposition leader Rui Rio was reacting to accusations from the PM on his own 
vacations during a truck driver strike. The PM stated that “the national interest does not 
take vacations”. Rui Rio’s response was to say that what was at stake at the moment was  
media circus, unlike the time the PM didn’t interrupt his vacations despite the death of 60 
people. 
26Examples were found on Twitter (1,2) and Facebook. 
27 In the afternoon of the 4th of October 2019, in the last day of the campaign an old man 
who in the past had been affilliated with CDS, an opposition party, confronted the PM with 
this narrative. The PM lost his temper. This reaction granted wide media coverage to the 

October 2017; July 2018; November 2018; and several cycles in the 
summer of 2019 – starts with a post by a page, spread in a multitude of 
groups. Some of the pages producing this content – Direita Política, PS 
Partido da Bancarrota, PSD Europa and A culpa é do Passos consistently 
re-share their content in multiple groups through the same profile. 
These profiles work as satellites for the pages, sharing almost 
exclusively content of the same page. In some cases, the lack of real life 
situations on these profiles, added to this exclusive focus on promoting 
content from one page, sheds some doubt about the authenticity of 
such profiles.  
 
This behaviour also translates into the data collected on the agents 
sharing these posts. Of the 319 posts analysed28, 222 were shared by 
users in groups and 97 by pages either in groups or in their own pages29. 
In average, every user shared 2,24 posts on this narrative. However, 
there is clearly a huge gap between regular users (sharing 1-2 posts) 
and prolific users (sharing more than 5 posts) with 11% of users making 
up for 46% of the total of shared posts, with an average of 9.3 posts per 
user. 
 
Image 14: Prolific users are responsible for almost half of shared 
content. 

 
 
There is more homogeneity in the pages sharing patterns. They have an 
average of 2,4 posts shared by page. Prolific sharing patterns apply to 
14% of pages but they represent only 40% of posts, with an average of 
6,5 posts per page. Pages seem to be more cautious and consistent, 
sharing more posts in average but without going to an extreme, while 
users are in general less active but when they do engage, they go over 
the top, sometimes posting the same disinformative narrative dozens 
of times.  
 
For the users, no identifiable data was collected, although it is 
important to notice that from merely an observation standpoint, there 
seems to be an overrepresentation of elderly people and portuguese 
emigrants, with no evident gender or social status.  
 
Regarding pages, an obvious pattern stands out, with 43% of posts 
shared/posted by pages associated with the opposition party PSD30. 

event and consequently to the disinformative narrative behind it. At that time, Media Lab 
collaborated with newspaper Diário de Notícias. 
28 Excludes the 46 posts no longer online. 
29 In some Facebook groups pages can directly share content. 
30 PSD Reino Unido, JSD Europa; PSD Alpiarça, PSD Bélgica (1,2); PSD Circulo Eleitoral 
Europa; PSD Ribeira de Pena (1, 2); PSD Bruxelas Bélgica (1, 2); PSD Barrancos; Mulheres 
Social Democratas na Alemanha (1,2); PSD Núcleo de Sãpo Félix da Marinha; Rui Rio PSD (1, 
2); PSD Carregal do Sal (1, 2, 3); PSD Rio de Moinhos ((1, 2, 3); PSD Europa (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7); 
Comunidades PSD 2019 (1, 2 3, 4, 5, 6, 7); PSD Comunidades Portuguesas no mundo (1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, 7)  

https://www.facebook.com/ps.partido.da.bancarrota/photos/a.1490511357827877/2281342018744803/?type=1&theater
https://www.facebook.com/ACorDoDinheiroCL/videos/363535324569974/
https://poligrafo.sapo.pt/fact-check/antonio-costa-estava-de-ferias-quando-ocorreu-o-incendio-de-pedrogao-grande-em-2017
https://twitter.com/slvdrmalheiro/status/1180438098553049088
https://www.publico.pt/2019/08/17/politica/noticia/rio-pede-governo-deixar-elefante-sala-greve-motoristas-1883665
https://www.publico.pt/2019/08/17/politica/noticia/rio-pede-governo-deixar-elefante-sala-greve-motoristas-1883665
https://twitter.com/slvdrmalheiro/status/1162442211516133376
https://twitter.com/DuarteMarques/status/1161012890146676736
https://www.facebook.com/policarpoj/videos/10218956175432922/
https://www.dn.pt/poder/ha-uma-mentira-a-circular-sobre-os-incendios-de-2017-numa-pagina-de-um-militante-do-psd-11372097.html
https://www.facebook.com/psdreinounido/posts/408807776516355
https://www.facebook.com/JSDEuropa/posts/518481865632982
https://www.facebook.com/AlpiarcaPSD/posts/1278197262357493
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=410791252960280&id=243529139686493
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=384752102230862&id=243529139686493
https://www.facebook.com/psdcirculoelitoraleuropa/posts/644032432792098
https://www.facebook.com/psdcirculoelitoraleuropa/posts/644032432792098
https://www.facebook.com/psdribeiradepena/posts/1905065909612228
https://www.facebook.com/psdribeiradepena/posts/1756001261185361
https://www.facebook.com/PSDBruxelasBelgica/posts/550214382393149
https://www.facebook.com/PSDBruxelasBelgica/posts/550234602391127
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=427332861204648&id=198580054079931
https://www.facebook.com/MSDAlemanha/posts/341776336760301
https://www.facebook.com/MSDAlemanha/posts/356180945319840
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=667153620451846&id=495138567653353
https://www.facebook.com/ruiriopsd/posts/1115516645306501
https://www.facebook.com/ruiriopsd/posts/1132855953572570
https://www.facebook.com/psdcarregaldosal/posts/2275177349460970
https://www.facebook.com/psdcarregaldosal/posts/2224805754498130
https://www.facebook.com/psdcarregaldosal/posts/2193630657615640
https://www.facebook.com/psdriodemoinhos/posts/2375925306000668
https://www.facebook.com/psdriodemoinhos/posts/2326327520960447
https://www.facebook.com/psdriodemoinhos/posts/2358725627720636
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/posts/1520105881447854
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/photos/a.428373800621073/1629181907206917/
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/photos/a.428373800621073/1591169861008122/
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/photos/a.428373800621073/1520105374781238/
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/photos/a.428373800621073/1188939127897866/
https://www.facebook.com/Psd.Europa/photos/a.428373800621073/1446477362144040/
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/photos/a.428373800621073/1069206769871103/
https://www.facebook.com/objectivo2019/posts/1197313693768027
https://www.facebook.com/objectivo2019/posts/1370835886415806
https://www.facebook.com/objectivo2019/posts/1424814257684635
https://www.facebook.com/objectivo2019/posts/1407480916084636
https://www.facebook.com/objectivo2019/posts/1427131720786222
https://www.facebook.com/objectivo2019/posts/1427132060786188
https://www.facebook.com/objectivo2019/posts/1119441888221875
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/885054168555586
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/883079075419762
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/868153526912317
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/837248566669480
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/808163826244621
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/689286531465685
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/624100027984336
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Pages associated with party Chega31 comprise 4% of posts, with no 
other obvious political party involvement as sharing or producing 
agents. Pages were considered to be associated with a party when 
displaying official iconography, name and contacts. 
 
Regarding the source, 81,6% of posts relate to content inside Facebook, 
with the remaining 18,4% leading to outside links. 10,2% of these links 
are of established media outlets while 8,2% relate to other websites. In 
the case of established media outlets, most of the links portrait 
accurate data, but were somehow used to pass the disinformative 
message. An article from Observador from the 3rd of July 2017 on the 
Prime Minister’s vacations was used in 17 posts to reinforce the 
narrative that he was on vacation during the fires, even though they 
had occurred two weeks before and the article itself does not indicate 
otherwise. The link corresponded to more that 45% of posts with links 
to established media. 
 
Regarding other websites, Direita Política clearly stands out, comprising 
90% of those links. In the intra-facebook linked content, political 
involvement is once again evident, with PSD Europa representing the 
source of more than 30% of the linked content. The 6 posts made on 
this page alone accounted for 18% of all the interactions, with an 
average of 1582 interactions per post, surpassing for example the 65 
posted at Grupo do Juiz Carlos Alexandre representing 15% of 
interactions, with a much lower average of 120 interactions per post.  
 
A previously identified dynamic of pages as ‘senders’ and ‘groups’ as 
receivers was confirmed as the final outputs and destinations of these 
posts were analysed. Here the political dimension is quite more subtle, 
with most content being shared in groups not direclty linked to any 
party, with an undeniable overpresence of the group Grupo de Apoio 
do Juiz Carlos Alexandre  representing 17,8% of the posts, followed by 
A Indignação e Revolta, with 9,58%. As outputs, pages / groups linked 
to political parties represent only 8,3% of posts, with PSD32 representing 
6,6%, Chega33 with 1,4% and PNR34 with 0,3%. 

IMPACT 

The 319 posts that were still online were the target of 50.533 
interactions to date (February 2020). If we consider one post, for 
example, that had 6.592 interactions but registered over 76.000 views. 
There is no Facebook data for average views by number of interactions 
but platform knowledge and known samples point to a several times 
folded value for total reach.  
 
Another interesting data refers to the groups and pages where it was 
posted, which, combined, have a total 1.954.470 fans/members and to 
whom the narrative may have surfaced during its two years of 
existence. 
 
The issue resonated among several key political figures, other social 
media platforms and was still being contested after the major media 
coverage of the 4th of October 2019. The veement denial made by some 
users comes to show that what may have started as a conscious political 
propaganda tool became a widespread disinformative narrative that 
was repeated up to it’s validation as the truth.  
 
Aditionally, the fact that a majority of these posts, either on Twitter or 
on Facebook, are still public and visible despite strong indication of it’s 
inconsistency, may show either a sentiment of impunity regarding the 
production and dissemination of “fake news” or the incapacity of fact 

 
 

 
 
31 Chega Elvas; Chega- Canadá,; Chega Oliveira de Azemeis (1, 2) 
32 PSD comunidades portuguesas no mundo (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) PSD Europa (1, 2, 3, 4, 5); PSD 
Carregal do Sal (1, 2, 3); PSD Rio de Moinhos (1, 2, 3); PSD Bruxelas Bélgica (1, 2); PSD Ribeira 
de Pena; PSD Reino Unido ; JSD Europa; Oficial PSD Barreiro; PSD Circulo Eleitoral Europa 
33 Chega Oliveira de Azemeis; Chega Canada; Chega Elvas; Chega Venezuela 

checking structures and established media in general to reach these 
users and pages with the right context.   
 

 

 

 
METHODOLOGY  

 
This report is the second stage of a research project that begun with the 
analysis of these pages and groups on the 30 days before the election35. 
The current report follows on the observation of those groups, enabling 
a comparison between the two periods: before and after the election. 

IDENTIFYING PAGES / GROUPS TO MONITOR 

As a starting point and supported by previous research36, MediaLab 
identified CORRUPTION as the main theme being pushed in Portuguese 
political discourse on social media. A syllabus was built around the 
theme “corruption” and a multivariate search was used in search 
engines and inside Facebook to identify Portuguese groups and pages 
where content on corruption was being published. Search engines were 
included to minimize the effects of Facebook’s suggestion algorithm 
and select a variety and politically heterogeneous set of pages and 
groups. 

 
This first survey led to an extensive table of groups and pages, that were 
characterized according to three variables: number of followers or 
members (as a proxy for reach); number of political posts in the last 10 
posts; number of posts in the last week. The triangulation of the three 
characteristics allowed us to filter the extensive list to the final set, 
excluding pages and groups with a low reach, limited political content 
and no recent activity. The result are the sets of 47 Facebook pages 
(pages set) and 38 Facebook public groups (groups set) that we have 
monitored for this analysis. 

EXTRACTION AND SORTING OF DATA  

Both sets were included as analysis lists in Crowdtangle. Crowdtangle is 
a social media tracking platform owned by Facebook that has access to 
the social network’s data while anonymizing user’s data. It allowed for 
sorted extraction of all posts published in each set during the 4 months 
of analysis, ordering them by the number of total interactions (shares, 
comments, likes) associated with each post. 
 
In the extraction table, data like time of publishing, links to external 
content (a media article) and the post’s and link’s text are also included. 
This allows for several interesting lines of research, some of them 
translated into the first stage of analysis. 
 
In parallel, we used Forsight Brandwatch37 to monitor what was the 
textual content published and shared in the 47 pages during this four-
month period. Forsight is a tool that extracts and analyses all the posts 
and comments on a set of Facebook pages. This analysis allowed us to 
assess which were the themes most frequently referred in the universe 
of the 47 pages monitored, both on posts or comments published by 
the pages or by users. 

34 PNR Portalegre (PNR – Partido Nacional Renovador. This party does not have parliamentary 
representation. ) 
35 The report “Online Disinformation during Portugal’s 2019 election” is available here. 
36  Sondagens ICS-ISCTE. Available here.  
37 Forsight is a social media monitorig software that was developed by Crimson Hexagon 
and is now part of Brandwatch: 

https://observador.pt/2017/07/03/costa-justifica-periodo-de-ferias-em-comunicado
https://www.facebook.com/chegaelvas/posts/302709240579311
https://www.facebook.com/ChegaCanada/posts/496586107750295
https://www.facebook.com/CHEGA.OLIVEIRA.AZEMEIS/posts/670773260075403
https://www.facebook.com/CHEGA.OLIVEIRA.AZEMEIS/posts/629895447496518
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/885054168555586
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/883079075419762
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/868153526912317
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/837248566669480
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/808163826244621
https://www.facebook.com/psdcomunidadesportuguesasnomundo/posts/689286531465685
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/posts/1520105881447854
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/photos/a.428373800621073/1629181907206917/
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/photos/a.428373800621073/1591169861008122/
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/photos/a.428373800621073/1520105374781238/
https://www.facebook.com/PsdEuropa/photos/a.428373800621073/1188939127897866/
https://www.facebook.com/psdcarregaldosal/posts/2275177349460970
https://www.facebook.com/psdcarregaldosal/posts/2224805754498130
https://www.facebook.com/psdcarregaldosal/posts/2193630657615640
https://www.facebook.com/psdriodemoinhos/posts/2375925306000668
https://www.facebook.com/psdriodemoinhos/posts/2326327520960447
https://www.facebook.com/psdriodemoinhos/posts/2358725627720636
https://www.facebook.com/PSDBruxelasBelgica/posts/550214382393149
https://www.facebook.com/PSDBruxelasBelgica/posts/550234602391127
https://www.facebook.com/psdribeiradepena/posts/1905065909612228
https://www.facebook.com/psdribeiradepena/posts/1905065909612228
https://www.facebook.com/psdreinounido/posts/408807776516355
https://www.facebook.com/JSDEuropa/posts/518481865632982
https://www.facebook.com/oficialpsdbarreiro/posts/2067653526667716
https://www.facebook.com/psdcirculoelitoraleuropa/posts/644032432792098
https://www.facebook.com/CHEGA.OLIVEIRA.AZEMEIS/posts/670773260075403
https://www.facebook.com/ChegaCanada/posts/496586107750295
https://www.facebook.com/chegaelvas/posts/302709240579311
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ChegaVenezuela/permalink/1349792648531627/
https://www.facebook.com/PNR.Portalegre/posts/2268279959875944
http://www.democracy-reporting.org/dri_publications/report-disinformation-during-portugals-2019-elections/
https://sondagens-ics-ul.iscte-iul.pt/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Sondagem-ICS_ISCTE_Setembro2019_parte1.pdf
https://www.brandwatch.com/products/consumer-research/
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MONITORING NEW POLITICAL PARTIES ON FACEBOOK  

On the second stage of this research we monitored the evolution of all 
the political parties elected for the new Portuguese parliament with the 
aim of comparing the new parties’ number of fans and interaction with 
that of the traditional parties. The goal was to identify if the growth of 
those parties was concurrent with the activity in our monitored groups 
and pages and it the main political themes were related to the 
narratives identified. To do that we also used Crowdtangle, from which 
we extracted the data for the number of fans and interactions for each 
party in the four months that our analysis covers.  

CASE STUDY 

The identification of posts pushing the disinformative narrative was 
made using a multi-platform search combining search engines, 
Crowdtangle, Forsight, Facebook and Twitter’s advanced search. 
 
In search engines boolean search parameters were used to restrict 
results to Facebook. In all cases different combinations of keywords 
were used. The keyword syllabus was built using the 125 previously 
identified posts portraying the narrative.  
 
Individual user posts, even if public, were only added/considered when 
they had more than 30 interactions. The remaining were not 
considered, but when sharing other Facebook content, their 
interactions added to the total interactions of the original post.  
 
Shares by pages or in groups were always considered, even though 
sometimes they would have very little or no interaction, but they were 
considered relevant as a demonstration of narrative pushing.  
 
Pages were considered to be associated to a party when using it’s 
name, official party iconography and contacts or links to official party 
websites or institutions.  

 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
In this report – that follows a previous one focused solely on the month 
prior to the 6th October election in Portugal – we wanted to monitor 
our set of Facebook pages and groups no spot changes in the months 
after the election both on the political forces referred and on the 
narratives that are pushed. We concluded that some changes are 
significant and concurrent with a shift in the political landscape in 
Portugal following the election. 

MAIN CONCLUSIONS 

Partido Chega seems to be the main winner of the post-election period 
in Portugal. Both its presence on social media and the most recent 
national polls conducted in Portugal support the idea that Chega is 
gaining relevance in the Portuguese political scene and is contributing 
to a change in the overall political landscape in Portugal. 

 
• Partido Chega grew its Facebook fan base by more than 260% 

during the monitored four months and seems to be gaining 

electral prospects on the latest national polls conducted in 

Portugal. All three parties newly elected in the October 6th 

election – Chega, Livre and Iniciativa Liberal – gained 

relevance following the election, but Chega is the one that 

 
 

 
 
38 Bischof, D., & Wagner, M. (2019). Do voters polarize when radical parties enter parliament?. 
American Journal of Political Science, 63(4), 888-904.. https://doi.org/10.1111/ajps.12449 

grew the most and became a significant political force in 

Portugal. 

 

• In this regard, the Portuguese political landscape may be 

expericencing a phenomenon already seen elsewhere in 

Europe38: The exponential growth of extremism political 

forces following its election for parliament, fuelled by 

polarizing issues. The confrontacional political agenda of 

Partido Chega feeds on issues and trends that are pervasive 

in the disinformation pages and groups we monitored, 

namely Joacine Katar Moreira/Mamadou Ba (newly elected 

Livre MP and former adviser to BE party, António Costa/PS 

and the corrupt politicians in general. On that note, a  further 

polarization of the political landscape in Portugal may be 

expected. 

 
• Both the pages and the groups samples of our research 

displayed more activity from the moment those new parties 

took office on parliament. But that trend was more 

substancial on pages than on groups. Similarly to what we 

had concluded in the first report, pages seem to have a more 

active agency on selection and distributing certain 

narratives that are aligned with its political goals.  

 

• Those narratives are, for the most part, iniciated by pages 

and then propagated by other pages or groups. Facebook 

groups are more efficient on achieving large scale 

distribution of those narratives,  

but they are iniciated on pages, for the most part, resulting 

from the spinning of mass media news or opinion columns. 

 

• Most users are not actively spreading / pushing a false 

narrative and will share 1 to 2 posts on an issue. On the other 

end, there is a minority of highly motivated users that will 

share several posts of the same narrative, very often at the 

same time, promoting the spread of the narrative. 

 

• Disinformation narratives spread in waves, very often with 

long dorment periods and then being revived for a shorter 

period of weeks, sometimes 1 or 2 months. This revival was 

in this case evidently fuelled by the pages but reflecting a 

grassroots permeability to the subject reflected in the high 

level of interactions it channeled.  
 

• In Portugal there is still a considerable lack of control by 

parties of the content shared and promoted on their behalf, 

either through their members or public figures. The fact that 

posts containing this false narrative were not publicly 

aknowledged  and, by the contrary, in some cases even 

reinforced after the events of the 4th of October 

demonstrates a certain level of institutional carelesssness 

towards the promotion of disinformation and the public 

promotion of the acceptance of such role models.  

 

• Emotional issues like the loss of life in fires fuel 

disinformative narratives more efficiently than more policy-

type issues. The fact that the 2017 vacations of the Prime 
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Minister right after a weaponry theft39 at the portuguese 

army Tancos base was never picked up, while the far less 

accurate one of the fires did, is a good example of such logic.  

 

• Two groups of social media users stand out in this analysis: 

older citizens and portuguese emmigrants living abroad. 

Besides digital literacy issues, one can suggest the possibility 

that emmigrants might use less the access to established 

portuguese media and more social media. The relevance of 

the portuguese diaspora in the registered voters population 

makes more research on this issue even more relevant. 
 

• Disinformation research needs to collect and save data as 

phenomena occurs, since the volatility of social media 

platforms may often make it unavailable after the facts, as 

was the case with our research, with 37% of initially 

identified posts no longer available online. 

FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS. 

The current report validates and reinforces some of the conclusions 
made in the previous one, demonstrating the need for more hands-on 
research on this subject and the use of a transversal methodological 
structure to allow for result comparison40. Adding to recommendations 
made in the previous report we highlight the need for: 
 

• A more organized and cooperated effort from academics and 

think tanks towards regulating powers and platforms in 

stating that curving and battling disinformation is only 

possible with access to data.  

 

• The access to data must include deleted content, even if 

anonymzed, essential for the research and study of 

disinformation. More general data to assess the real impact 

of disinformation is also essential, for example: how many 

people view the post and how many people click on the post.  

 

• Pages should have different statuses and the entity 

managing them should be clearly identified if they whish to 

be portrayed as a registered page. The current situation 

allows for institutions to capture the best of both worlds: 

make propaganda as the institution but step away from 

responsabilities while sharing disinformation. 

 

• As a disinformative narrative is identified platforms should 

be able to, using AI, identify other posts with the same 

language/keywords/image/link and to identify it as 

suspicious for viewing users.  

 

• Political parties and political organizations in general should 

have a tighter control of their image use in social media and 

hold their members responsible for the sharing of 

disinformation41.  

 

• The spread of disinformation narratives is built on a 

perception of state inertia towards widespread public 

 
 

 
 
39 On the 28th of June 2017 it was made public that a significant amount of weaponry was 
missing from a military base in Tancos, Portugal.  

concerns which allows them to be transformed into trust-

mining tools. The study of disinformation in real time allows 

institutions to grasp those concerns and act accordingly and 

timely. 
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40 The methodology used for this report and the previous one was also replicated at the Digital 
Methods Initiative Winter School at the Univeristy of Amsterdam, in this case focusing on 
Anti-EU groups. The report can be consulted here. 
41 PSD Europa was red flagged by portuguese fact checking platform Polígrafo in here. 
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